Facilities Coordinator Report - October 2018
August Maintenance Weekend:
Clean out pit:
Greg (AGN) - first time to campsite
Ken (AGN) - first time to campsite
Russell (BNB)
Dennis ? (BNB)
Dan Murdoch (Independent)
Earl (AGN)
Diesel Bob (AGN)
David (TRB)
Leo (TRB)
After maintenance weekend:
Earl finished cleaning up the debris from the pit.
Stan helped by bringing the tractor over to carry the toilets, sinks, and old
ice machine up to the dumpsters.
Earl cleaned up the construction debris from the bunkhouse.
Bunkhouse:
Front steps will need to be replaced on the bunkhouse.
Walk up ramp has been requested numerous times for the bunkhouse.
Ginger’s retreat:
Ginger’s retreat was delivered September 27, 2018 and completed
November 2nd in between runs and rain.

Tree that power line was connected to has fallen (near the compound)
Chainsaws had to be taken to the repair shop. $60
Contingency Fund for Facilities Coordinator for minor repairs -- a pre-paid,
reloadable debit card $300 per month/quarter and reload as needed, if
something major comes up.
Update the key box - Land Management doesn’t have keys for several of the
long terms sites.
Padlock on Max’s place - has been removed
REQUEST: Load of Pea Gravel - 6 yards = $250.00
People wandering over onto our property - Run Coordinators, stress to
attendees this is private property.
Keys - Master Keys - who has possession of and who shouldn’t have
TCC reps for 2019 and 2020 runs
Replenish First Aid supplies
Remind run coordinators they are responsible for bringing paper towels,
paper plates, plastic ware, etc. (check TCC website for list of supplies)
Rental Fees - consistent for all cabins
Run supplies - paper towels, paper plates, plastic wear, dish soap, clorox
wipes, etc. are all supplied by the run coordinator.
The supplies stored at TCC are for use for maintenance weekends

Parking tags - For LVLPWA I just put their run number on it, then if they
need to find out who it is they ask me. Main reason for the run number
versus name is that way no one knows who it belongs to so it eliminates any
grudge scratches. That prevents having to get on the mic and keep
pleading "will the owner of the blue...." (this would have been helpful at
Woofstock)
Replace drain pipe on outdoor sink by walk-in cooler
Reimburse for garden hose to outdoor sink
Reimburse extension cord
Reimburse for burn spray and ointment
Celebration Deck Plaques
Jerry Rockwell aka Ginger Vitis
Electrical audit
Wiring on top of Walk-in cooler
Compound bathroom - gray water tank backing up

